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Iron Woods® Roof Deck Tile, Decking and Pedestal System 
 

Installation, Care and Maintenance 
 

 

   

 PRE-FABRICATED DECK TILES ON PEDESTALS 

 

Prefabricated Deck Tiles have a net thickness of 1.5” and are available in the following sizes  

 12”x12” 

 24”x24” 

 24”x48” 

 24”x72” 
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CONVENTIONAL DECKING ON PEDESTALS 

Iron Woods® Ipe Decking Options for use on Roof Decks 

5/4x4 S4S E4E 

FASTENER:  STS225 

#7X2.25” T305 STAINLESS STEEL 

5/4x4 S4S E4E GROOVED 

FASTENER: ICEX4 

IPE CLIP EXTREME 4 AND SCREW 
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Pedestals are available in four different styles 
 

Iron Woods® EPDM Pedestal with Connector Pins 

 

 

 Made from Flexible EPDM 80 Rubber 

 Application Limits: -45°C to +150° C 

 Weight Bearing Capacity:  2200 lbs. 

 Height Range: ¼” Fixed 

 Pressure Fit Connector Pins 

 1/8” Spacer Tabs 

 Slope Compensation: 0 

 0 Slope Compensation 

 Remove Pins and Tabs for Conventional Deck Applications 
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Iron Woods® Star T Pedestal with Connector Pins    Stacked Star B Pedestals with Star T Pedestal 

                                
 

 Made from High Density Polyethylene 

 Application Limits: -30° C to +120°C 

 Weight Bearing Capacity: 2200 lbs. 

 Height Range: 3/8” to 9/16” Adjustable  

 Slope Compensation: 0  

 0 slope compensation 

 Post installation micro adjustment with key 

 Works with Star B 1/8” stackable base pedestals. Stack up to 7 Star B’s under Star T for 

elevations of 3/8”” to 1.25” 

 Remove Pins and Tabs for  Conventional Deck Applications    
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SE Screw Jack Pedestals with Connector Pins  

      
 

 Made from High Density Polyethylene 

 Application Limits: -30° C to +120°C 

 Weight Bearing Capacity: 2200 lbs.  

 Height Range: 1.25” to 21.75” Adjustable  

 Slope Compensation: Self-leveling up to 5%  

 For use with deck tiles 

Pedestal Codes 

A) SEO: 1.25” - 1.5” 

B) SE1: 1.5” - 2” 

C) SE2: 2” - 3” 

D) SE3: 3” - 4.75” 

E) SE4: 4.75” – 6.75” 

F) SE5: 6.75” - 8” 

G) SE6: 5.5” - 9”  

H) SE7: 7.25” – 10.75” 

I) SE8: 9.25” – 12.75” 

J) SE9: 8” - 13.5” 

K) SE10: 9.875” – 15” 

L) SE11: 11.75” – 15.75” 

M) SE12: 10.5” – 18” 

N) SE13: 12.4” – 19.75” 

O) SE14: 14.25” – 21.75” 

P) Leveling Shim: 1/16” 

Q) Leveling Shim: 1/8” 

R) Adjustment Key (used for micro adjustment of pedestals after installation 

Slope Chart 

1% grade = 1/8th inch per foot 

2% grade = 1/4"inch per foot 

3% grade = 3/8th inch per foot 

4% grade = 1/2 inch per foot 

5% grade = .625 inches per foot 

Use for slope above 5% is not recommended 
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SE Screw Jack Pedestals with Joist Cap  

   
 

 1.25” to 21.75” Adjustable 

 Self-leveling up to 5% slope compensation 

 For use with conventional decking only 

Pedestal Codes 

A) SEOWJ: 1.25” - 1.5” 

B) SE1WJ: 1.5” - 2” 

C) SE2WJ: 2” - 3” 

D) SE3WJ: 3” - 4.75” 

E) SE4WJ: 4.75” – 6.75” 

F) SE5WJ: 6.75” - 8” 

G) SE6WJ: 5.5” - 9”  

H) SE7WJ: 7.25” – 10.75” 

I) SE8WJ: 9.25” – 12.75” 

J) SE9WJ: 8” - 13.5” 

K) SE10WJ: 9.875” – 15” 

L) SE11WJ: 11.75” – 15.75” 

M) SE12WJ: 10.5” – 18” 

N) SE13WJ: 12.4” – 19.75” 

O) SE14WJ: 14.25” – 21.75 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slope Chart 

1% grade = 1/8th inch per foot 

2% grade = 1/4"inch per foot 

3% grade = 3/8th inch per foot 

4% grade = 1/2 inch per foot 

5% grade = .625 inches per foot 

Use for slope above 5% is not recommended 
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Design Layout 12’x12” Tiles    

   

 

Typically 12”x12” Tiles are used with EPDM pedestals and are allowed to follow the slope of the surface on which 

they are being applied.  

 Using a piece of graph paper (each square equals 1 tile or 1 square foot), layout your desired tile 

pattern.  

 Tiles can be installed in mosaic or linear design patterns which provide unique design options. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of tiles required for your project. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of pedestals required for your project (1 pedestal per 

tile) 

 Install tiles on pedestals starting at two outside edges of the project moving inward towards the 

building walls, thresholds or Interior corner as per your layout. 

 Layout a 12”x12” grid pattern using chalk line starting at two outside edges of the project moving 

inward towards the building walls, thresholds or Interior corner. 

 Cut tiles as required at the building walls, thresholds or Interior corners. 

 Locate and drill 5/16” tile connector holes as required when cutting tiles. 

 EPDM Pedestals can be divided into quarters (outside corners), halves (outside edges) or three 

quarters (inside corners). 

 Tiles can be removed and replaced for cleaning  
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Design Layout 24’x24”, 24”x48”, 24”x72” Tiles or Conventional Decking - T Method Pedestal Layout and Installation 

 

        
 

 Using a piece of graph paper (each square equals 1 tile or 4 square feet), layout your desired 24”x24” 

grid pattern.  

 The grid pattern is the desired tile layout on the roof. 

 Layout your desired tile pattern. Tiles can be installed in mosaic or linear design patterns which 

provide unique design options. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of tiles required for your project. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of pedestals required for your project (1 pedestal per 

tile plus 1 pedestal for each 24” of perimeter) 
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Design Layout 24’x24”, 24”x48”, 24”x72” Tiles or Conventional Decking - L Method Pedestal Layout and Installation 

 

        
 

 Using a piece of graph paper (each square equals 1 tile or 4 square feet), layout your desired 24”x24” 

grid pattern.  

 The grid pattern is the desired tile layout on the roof. 

 Layout your desired tile pattern. Tiles can be installed in mosaic or linear design patterns which 

provide unique design options. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of tiles required for your project. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of pedestals required for your project (1 pedestal per 

tile plus 1 pedestal for each 24” of perimeter) 
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Design Layout 24’x24”, 24”x48”, 24”x72” Tiles or Conventional Decking - Centered Method Pedestal Layout and Installation  

 

        
 

 Using a piece of graph paper (each square equals 1 tile or 4 square feet), layout your desired 24”x24” 

grid pattern.  

 The grid pattern is the desired tile layout on the roof. 

 Layout your desired tile pattern. Tiles can be installed in mosaic or linear design patterns which 

provide unique design options. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of tiles required for your project. 

 Use your tile layout to determine the number of pedestals required for your project (1 pedestal per 

tile plus 1 pedestal for each 24” of perimeter) 
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Determine cavity height at all thresholds, drains and high points. 

    

 

 The cavity height is the space between the top of the roofing membrane, and the bottom of the 

decking material.  

 Use a laser or line level to set the elevation roof membrane to top of the deck. 

 Deduct thickness of Deck Tile (1.5”) or Conventional Deck.(2.5” = net 1.5”x3.5” PT Pine stringer laid flat 

plus net 1” thick deck board) 

 Use a laser or line level to set elevation roof membrane to top of pedestals. 

 Locate thresholds, drains, high and low points (Elevations roof to top of pedestal) to your drawing. 

 Draw in arrows indicating direction of roof slopes. 

 Notate High and Low elevation points throughout drawing at various perimeter and drain locations, 

top of roof to top of deck. 

 Determine pedestal height requirements by subtracting 1.5” for deck tile thickness. This will 

determine pedestal height requirement and pedestal type/product code for each pedestal location 

or submit Layout Drawing and ‘Takeoff Form’ to request a deck tile and pedestal take off and layout 

plan. 
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Threshold and perimeter placement. 

    
 

   

 Remove tabs and base as necessary to inset edge pedestals 

 Trim the base along pre-scored lines for tight fits. 

 Use removed tabs to maintain spacing between tiles. 

 Never allow more than 1/8” width between the decking material and the edge containment. 

 Cut, Modify and re-drill tiles with 3/8” (9mm) diameter connection holes as required at perimeters. 
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Diagonal Placement 

       

 

 Use extra pedestals under triangular pieces to support small pieces of tile or decking. 

 Never allow more than 1/8” width between the decking material and the edge containment. 

 Add an extra pedestal at perimeter bends. 

 Remove extra tabs to inset pedestals. 

 Adhere small tiles or decking to top of pedestals with construction adhesive. 

 Trim the base along pre-scored lines for tight fits. 

 Use removed tabs to maintain spacing between tiles. 

 Never allow more than 1/8” width between the decking material and the edge containment. 

 Cut, Modify and re-drill tiles with 3/8” (9mm) diameter connection holes as required at perimeters. 
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Radius Placement 

    
 

 Use extra pedestals under triangular pieces to support small pieces of tile or decking. 

 Never allow more than 1/8” width between the decking material and the edge containment. 

 Add an extra pedestal at perimeter as required. 

 Remove extra tabs to inset pedestals. 

 Adhere small tiles or decking to top of pedestals with construction adhesive. 

 Trim the base at pre-scored lines for tight fits. 

 Use removed tabs to maintain spacing between tiles. 

 Never allow more than 1/8” width between the decking material and the edge containment. 

 Cut, Modify and re-drill tiles with 3/8” (9mm) diameter connection holes as required at perimeters. 
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Drain Placement 

    
 

 Elevate a deck tile above the drain, but below the deck itself. 

 Use that elevated paver to support a pedestal where you need it for the deck above. 

 

Low Elevation Placement 

 For low elevations (below 1.25” pedestal height) use EPDM ¼” and Star T 3/8”-9/16” and Star B 1/8” 

each combinations. Stack up to 7 Star B’s under the Star T for 3/8” -1-1/4” elevations. 

 

Shims 

 Shims can be used to accommodate variations in height and micro adjust for minor variations in 

deck tile, stringer or decking thickness.  

 1/16” and 1/18” shims may be placed on top of pedestals or joists to accommodate minor leveling of 

tiles or decking for thickness variation. Use no more than 2 shims. When using ¼ shim wedge adhere 

shim to tile using construction adhesive. 

 1/16” and 1/18” shims can also be placed underneath Star T or B pedestals to accommodate slope 

variations when non self-leveling pedestals are required due to elevation requirements under the SE 

1.25” minimum. 
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Material Storage 

 

 Keep product out of direct sunlight until it is ready to be installed. Wood tiles should not be stored 

tightly wrapped in plastic. Wood tiles will adjust to the climate equilibrium where they are installed 

and may have or develop some slight cracking or checking. 

 

Site Examination 

     Prior to starting work inspect the substrate to ensure that it has been properly prepared to accept the 

roof pavers and pedestals. Verify all elevations, required pedestal heights and deck dimensions. 

Commencement of work shall imply acceptance of surfaces and deck conditions. 

    Verify roof pavers and pedestals will be used for pedestrian traffic only.   

 Verify perimeter construction will prevent lateral movement in excess of 1/8 inch, including seismic and 

wind loads.  

 

 Verify substrates are broom clean, frost free, and free of dirt, oil or any rough foreign matter, which 

may impair the substrate manufacturer’s guarantee or protection requirements.  

 

 Verify substrate that is to receive pedestals is sloped to provide positive and adequate drainage. 

 

 Review drawings for items such as planters, hot tubs, sculptures or equipment that will be installed on 

top of roof pavers and pedestals.  Verify with manufacturer whether additional pedestals or supports 

are required. 

 

 If preparation is the responsibility of another installer, notify Architect in writing of deviations from 

manufacturer’s recommended installation tolerances and conditions. 

 

 Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 
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Site Preparation 

     Substrate shall be clean and free of any projections and debris which may impair the performance of 

the pedestal and or the deck system.  

 Installations on Grade:  Well compacted or structurally capable of carrying the dead and live loads 

anticipated. 

 

 Installations on Substrate with Insulation Over Membrane: Insulation protection board shall be applied 

over the waterproofing substrate or specified drainage mat. Install the system according to the 

membrane manufacturer’s recommendations and specifications. 

 

 Installations on Substrate with Insulation Under Membrane: Insulation required to be installed within a 

roofing system below deck supports shall meet the roofing membrane manufacturers’ specifications 

and shall have a minimum core density of 60 psi.  Do not install on insulation with less than 60 psi 

compressive strength. 

 

 Installation on Full Coverage Protection Board (for asphalt type systems used over waterproofing):  

Verify full coverage 1/8-inch asphaltic composition protection board.  

 

 Installation on Partial Coverage Protection Board (for asphalt type systems used over waterproofing): 

When protection is specified only under the pedestal, cut protection board pads to extend beyond the 

outside perimeter of the pedestal system base or buffer pad by a minimum of  two inches. 

     Areas of the pedestal deck that is not restrained by a parapet or foundation wall shall be boxed-in and 

contained to prevent movement.   Install perimeter framing and edging boards at the outside of the 

deck perimeter to provide restraint. Movement at the perimeter of the deck system greater than one 

tab width is not allowed. 
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Installation  

 Once the starting point and the finished elevation of the deck surface have been determined, the “Top 

of Pedestal Elevation” (finished elevation less decking tile or Decking and Stringer thickness) shall 

established and marked around the perimeter using a transit water level or laser leveling device. 

 

 Use Chalk Line to layout desired 24 inch grid pattern starting with a T Pattern at the building walls 

and thresholds. Precise measurements shall be taken and deck area should be accurately defined. 

Mark off and square up all outside edges with control lines using snapped chalk lines. Mark two lines 

that are perpendicular to each other across the deck area. Continue to mark a grid of lines in both 

directions marking the location of each pedestal. Use the control lines as references to periodically 

check and assure a square layout during installation. 

 Stackable pedestals can be used to provide limited slope and height compensation to maintain a level 

decking surface over sloping substrates using a combination of pedestals and shims. Stackable 

pedestals may be used for limited and or fixed height requirements up to 1.25”. Complete deck and 

grid layout as specified. Stack no more than five fixed height stackable pedestals together and place 

in lieu of screw jack pedestals where needed. Spacer tabs can be removed or pedestals can be 

segmented to accommodate perimeter and corner support locations. 

 

 Screw jack pedestals can provide both slope and height compensation from 0 to 5 percent to maintain 

a level decking surface over sloping substrates by selecting the appropriate pedestal combination of 

base, extension and self - leveling head to meet general height requirements. 

 

 Pedestals shall be designed to be rotated for final precise adjustment when they are fully loaded. 

Pedestals shall be leveled in each succeeding row as the installation proceeds. Final height adjustment 

or maintenance is easily made by using a T-handle hex key that allows adjustment of the pedestals 

without removing the pavers.  Insert T-handle hex key between the four paver corners to engage Insert 

portion and is adjusted clockwise or counter clockwise to level as needed. 

 

 Slight irregularities in tile or decking and stringer thickness shall be compensated for by using one to 

two shim segments. Place on top of the pedestal, under the corners of the decking tile or stringer. Use 
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no more than two shims on top of the pedestal and always adhere quartered wedges with construction 

adhesive. Use shims in multiples, whole or quarters, and placed under the pedestal base or on top the 

pedestal cap to level pedestals. When using ¼ shim wedge, use a small amount of construction 

adhesive to adhere sections of shims and/or whole shims to each other or to the deck tile. Do not use 

construction adhesive to adhere pedestal or shims to insulation, roofing or waterproofing membrane 

unless mandated by wind uplift tables found on Master Plan Sheet. Additional sections of shims may 

be used and should be available for regular maintenance. 

 

 Place Pedestals on 24” grid as per layout drawing. Install T shaped portion of deck starting from the 

threshold or high point of roof. Pedestals shall be placed where each measured grid line meets the 

perimeter. Remove two spacer tabs in line with one another atop each pedestal system placed 

around the perimeter. Remove all four spacer tabs at corners. 

 

 Adjust each pedestal height to the top of pedestal elevation marked on the perimeter. Position the 

pedestal as close to the edge of the perimeter as possible, with the two remaining spacer tabs 

aligned with the grid line. Using the elevation marked on the perimeter, stretch a mason’s line along 

and slightly ahead of the second row of pedestals. A laser leveling device may also be used for this 

purpose. Installation on both sides of “T” can continue. 

 On larger decks, it is recommended that pedestal system be pre-assembled and pre-set to the proper 

elevation and placed in position prior to the installation of decking tiles or decking and stringers. 

 

 As the pedestals located along the grid lines are loaded with tiles, fine vertical height adjustment can 

be made by inserting and rotating, from the top, a T-handle hex key in to the key insert of the 

pedestal assembly. Clockwise rotation of the Insert will raise the bearing surface and the deck. 

Counter-clockwise rotation will lower the top bearing surface and deck. When applying stringers for 

conventional decking, fine tuning must occur prior to stringer attachment.  

 Maintain adequate thread engagement. Pedestal inserts contain a Screw Block System that indicates 

when units have safely reached their maximum height adjustment. If the height required goes beyond 

the insert limit select the appropriate pedestal configuration to facilitate height adjustment within 

safety limits. 
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Wood Tile Cutting 

 Cut tiles as required  

 Mark required cut lines on back of tile. 

 Remove any screws from deck tile which might interfere with cutting.  

 Remove and reinstall tile battens as required. 

 Carbide tipped finish blades are highly recommended. 

 Wood tiles have a very high density and a slower feed rate is recommended. 

 In order to minimize checking (small cracks) the installer must seal any cut ends with Anchorseal® 

“Or Equal” Aqueous Wax Solution product after cutting. Apply sealer with a brush to the cut ends 

only, being very careful to not get any on the top surface of the wood so as not to impact the 

appearance of tiles. 

 

Wood Deck Cutting 

 Carbide tipped finish blades are highly recommended. 

 Iron Woods have a very high density and a slower feed rate is recommended. 

 In order to minimize checking (small cracks) the installer must seal any cut ends with Anchorseal® 

“Or Equal” Aqueous Wax Solution product after cutting.  

 Apply sealer with a brush to the cut ends only, being very careful to not get any on the top surface 

of the wood so as not to impact the appearance of decking. 
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Wood Tile Fastening 

         

 
 

 Wood tiles are designed with holes at each corner to accept pressure fit pins. 

 Wood tiles are connected to pedestals by pressing tiles onto pressure fit pins. 

 Pin attachment holes can be drilled into back of tiles or stringers as required. 
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Conventional Wood Deck Fastening 

 

       
 

 Fasten stringers in rows 24” on center to SEWJ pedestals using a minimum of two Stainless Steel Pan 

Head Screws. 

 Fasten decking to stringers as required by decking profile selected. 
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Borders 

 

 

 

 While borders are not required hardwood borders can be custom fabricated by any carpenter by 

shaping 2x hardwood material to the desired profile and length.  

 Using a corner connector as a template drill 3/8” diameter holes at connector pin locations and apply 

boarder. 

 

Fascia Detail 
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High Wind Connection Details Deck Tiles 

 

 High wind conditions may require of use of engineered cabling system. 

 For wind uplift data see Roof Deck, Deck Tile and Pedestal Master Plan Sheet.  
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High Wind Connection Details Conventional Decking 

 

 High wind conditions may require of use of engineered cabling system. 

 For wind uplift data see Roof Deck, Deck Tile and Pedestal Master Plan Sheet.  
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Bracing requirements pedestals over 15 Inches 

1) Place net ¾” thick x 1” wide x20-1/2” long pressure treated wood strips between pedestal bases.  

2) Place Pavers on pedestals. 

3) Bracing can be used to establish accurate pedestal spacing regardless of pedestal height.  

 

 

 

 

 

Cleaning and Sealing 

 If desired, Wood Tiles can be periodically cleaned and sealed.  

 Wood stabilizers or sealants can help mitigate the loss of moisture on the top of the boards and 

minimize checking and splitting.  

 The installer can wax or seal the ends of the wood if desired.  

 Use cleaning and sealing products specifically designed for use with exotic hardwoods.  

 Timber Holdings recommends that you test any cleaners or sealants in an inconspicuous area first 

before applying them to the installed deck. Cleaners or sealants should not be used over rubber roof 

membrane without specific approval by the roof membrane manufacturer.  
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Maintaining the Color 

 To better maintain the rich coloration of the tiles, you can clean your deck tiles and re-apply a 

penetrating oil finish with UV blocker as tiles begin to fade.  

 The amount of direct and indirect sunlight, shading, temperature, humidity, moisture and other local 

conditions will factor into maintenance schedule.  Penetrating oil based finishes offer UV protection 

as well as mold and mildew protection.  

 Before applying any finish, first clean and remove any residue from the wood tile as described above. 

Then wipe on and wipe off finish not unlike polishing your favorite piece of furniture.  

 Over application of oils will result in a sticky deck surface.  

 Check with roof membrane manufacture to determine suitability of using deck cleaners, wood 

brighteners and finishes over roof membrane. 

 

Periodic Cleaning 

 We recommend using a deck cleaning products which safely clean the wood and kill mold spores.  

 To restore the pH balance of the deck, use an oxalic acid based deck brightener approved by the 

roof membrane manufacturer. 

 The deck tiles are ready to re-seal once they are cleaned.  

 Always check with the roof membrane manufacturer regarding the suitability of cleaning and sealing 

products. 

 Always test any product you apply in an inconspicuous place to make sure it performs as you expect. 

 

Pressure Washing 

 You may use a pressure washer to remove built-up dirt, mold or mildew from your wood tiles.  

 Caution: use the lowest PSI for the species of wood you are cleaning.  

 A maximum of 1200 PSI is suggested for Wood Tiles.  

 We also recommend using a professional deck cleaning contractor.  

 Test an inconspicuous area first and be careful to use the wand in even strokes to avoid lap marks. 
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Natural Aging 

 Left to weather naturally wood tiles will naturally develop a silvery-gray patina over time. Note: each 

board has unique characteristics and will weather at different rates depending on climatic conditions 

and amount of UV exposure. 

 Minor checks in Iron Woods are natural. 

 

General Safety Precautions 

 Cutting, Grinding, Sanding or Sealing should be done outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.  

 Wear safety glasses with side shields when handling, cutting, sanding, grinding or staining. Use a face 

shield for processes that may generate excessive dusts and splinters.  

 Wear puncture resistant work gloves, such as leather when handling materials. Respirators must be 

worn if the ambient concentration of airborne contaminants exceeds prescribed exposure limits.  

 Dust masks may be worn to avoid the inhalation of nuisance dust.  

 

Refer to Iron Woods Best Practices Guide for additional information. 

 

www.ironwoods.com 
 

Timber Holdings USA 

451 South River Road 

Bedford, NH 03110 

 

888-932-9663 

http://www.ironwoods.com/

